Elementary A

C Major Scale: Write the pitch name under each note.

C Major Tonic Chord: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom to top.

C Major Cadence: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom to top.

C Major Arpeggio: Write the pitch name for each note.
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F Major Scale: Write the pitch name under each note using sharps and flats as needed.

F Major Tonic Chord: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom to top.

F Major Cadence: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom to top.

F Major Arpeggio: Write the pitch name for each note.
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G Major Scale: Write the pitch name under each note using sharps and flats where needed.

G Major Tonic Chord: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom to top.

G Major Cadence: Write the pitch name under each note. Spell chords from bottom top using sharps and flats as needed.

G Major Arpeggio: Write the pitch name for each note.